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About This Game

Hacker Evolution is a hacking simulation game, featuring unparalleled graphics and features.
You play the role of a former intelligence agent, specializing in computer security. When a chain of events sets off worldwide,

leaving critical service disabled, you assume the role a computer hacker to find out what happened and attempt to stop it.
When a stock market, a central bank, satellite uplink and transoceanic fiber optics links crash, you know this is more then a

simple event. Something big is behind all this, and you have to figure out what is it.
You hack into computers, look for exploits and information, steal money to buy hardware upgrades in an attempt to put all the

pieces of a big puzzle together.

Set in a virtual operating system environment, the game is packed with all the features required to bring the hacker feeling and
experience to every gamer.

The concept behind Hacker Evolution is to create a game that challenges the gamer's intelligence, attention and focus, creating a
captivating mind game. Solve puzzles, examine code and bits of information, to help you achieve your objectives.

Key features:

Modding capability to allow the creation of custom levels

The included mod editor, allows you to create new game levels easily
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Multiple interface skins

Complex levels and gameplay to guarantee the best experience

Optional freelance jobs to offer more variety

Complex command console with over 20 commands and tools
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Title: Hacker Evolution
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
exosyphen studios
Publisher:
exosyphen studios
Release Date: 14 Sep, 2010
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Whaaat !? You die and loose your gun, jetpack and keycards?
This is really not a 20XX game, Capcom...
 ;-). This isn't a game, it's a poorly designed chore. An actual chore wouldn't have have you bumping into invisible walls the
entire time. Don't pay for the privalge of doing a poorly designed chore, stay away from this game.. Fun game indeed! This
game is so addictive and challenging!!

It ain't easy to handle a drop for it's journey ;). This game was freaking awesome if you like puzzle games ... Though it only took
me 2.1 hours (as per steam) to complete the first 3 levels it was totally worth the $10 I spent on it.

To the developers I hope you come out with a ton more new levels that only get exceedingly harder...I would even be willing to
pay for DLC's \/ expansion packs if that is any encouragement to make the new levels.

. good game,has a lot of lag for me,but otherwise i dont have much problems with it,I dont think it is worth 24.99 dollars
though.. 9\/10, because psyonix should have allowed black primary paint for the bone shaker..
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Insanely addictive top-down space shooter which reminds me of Armada for the Dreamcast. I'm completely taken with this
simple yet fun game. I love the leveling up mechanics, and though grinding meteors for minerals can get tiresome, the combat is
challenging enough to make it worthwhile.. Great ideas to mix in RTS elements, shame the game's unfinished.. hey guys should
give the game another chance, they updated the cards you get for nodes, on map arenas are better, packs for tourneys are better,
and you get rejuv for killing boss in the tree now. in fact you will have better than i, when you beat it as i beat it before the
update.. Wow this game ended up blowing my expectations out of the water. The story is excellent, the combat is decent for the
type of game that it is, and the characters are all really well done. I enjoyed my conversations with pretty much everyone in the
game - especially Rat. Rat enjoys writing poetry and I enjoyed trying to make rap songs out of them. I had a super fun time with
this game. The ending also kind of surprised me, I wasn't really expecting it to go in the direction it did but I was pretty satisfied
with the way it ended.

If you're still on the fence, I've started uploading a series to Youtube that you can check out and decide for yourselves if it's
something you might like:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h8xbL6lVB4Q&list=PL08FwntTpxPAlZzLfX1g2RB3FemW5nLOk. This is a fun game but
it does take a little strategy to start off. once you get going though it becomes an interesting challenge that will make you waste
hours of free time without you realizing.. Sooooooo.....................
i think that this game is sick and i want to see some more about lore of this game .
Graphics 5/5 it is literally very great .
Soundtrack 10/5 because the music in this game is really good , i add playlist from akane in my phone and i was listening
sountracks in my routine life.
Gameplay 4/5 at the same time, it is simple and at the same time it is difficult.
At the end i would like to say that all fans of hotline miami must play in this game.. It could be contender for the worst game of
2015.

PROS:

+ intro was kind of ok, a bit of sense of humour, could use better writting though

CONS:

- looks horribly bad, even though it's made in Unreal Engine
- cluncy controls
- lots of bugs
- short
- unfinished graphics, textures, MAP LEVELS
- helicopter roof rotates alongside with the main rotor
- boring BOSS fights
- the story or rather lack of it
- doesn't feel like Ukrainian, doesn't feel like a ninja

Unless you get it for free like I did, it's not worth the money, even $0.01. If you get it for free I still recommend you won't touch
this, unless for cards.. on a technical level a complete mess nice that we cant warn people on the steam forums regardless of
settings it runs bad only on very low above 60 fps on ultra the fps is dropping constantly vsync implementation is terrible cant
even maintain 30 fps lol honestly you guys should have waited your game should run like a dream considering the overall
presentation im not playing until its fixed the game is killing my gpu over 80c temperature. Unique puzzle game about getting
everything to synchronize. Challenge yourself to getting a perfect rating on every puzzle in the game and be humbled by this
surprisingly brutal task.
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